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			Latest News

				
				
					
					


			       	 	Gluwa Explores Plans for Financial Programmes in Sierra Leone; Pays Courtesy Visit to Vice President ...

			        	CryptoPotato
			        	04 Apr 2024

				        
				            Gluwa’s CEO, Tae Oh, visited Sierra Leone’s Vice President Mohamed Juldeh Jalloh in a preliminary visit to introduce the potential for collaboration. Vice President of Sierra Leone, Mohamed Juldeh Jalloh pictured with Tae Oh, CEO of Gluwa, Akin Jones, Director of Gluwa and Kay Jegede, Associate Director of Gluwa ... cross-chain credit markets.
				        


					

					


			       	 	Nansen publicly shames competitor Arkham

			        	Cryptopolitan
			        	04 Apr 2024

				        
				            Well. It would seem that Nansen woke up today and made the conscious decision to choose violence ... Tracking the token trail ... See below.- ... Oh no ... Next up, one address sent 230k $ARKM to another, and that amount eventually made its way to a Binance address Nansen said is used for market making, a service by GSR. Another 2.385 million $ARKM took the same route from a different address, ending up at the same Binance market-making spot ... Note ... ....
				        


					

                	

                


				

        				
									        

			       	 	Our $100,000 Futures Market Masters competition is back!

			        	Kraken | 03 Apr 2024

				      

					



        				
									        

			       	 	1 Billion Bitcoin P2P Traders: NoOnes Sets Sights on Nigeria and Global South

			        	Bitcoin Magazine | 02 Apr 2024

				      

					



        				
									        

			       	 	Robinhood aims to reach a wider audience

			        	Cryptopolitan | 01 Apr 2024

				      

					



        				
									        

			       	 	BitMEX Founder Arthur Hayes Says Memecoin Explosion Provides Positive Value for One Major Ethereum Rival

			        	The Daily Hodl | 31 Mar 2024

				      

					



        				
									        

			       	 	UK and U.S. unite to expose Russia’s $20 billion illegal crypto trade

			        	Cryptopolitan | 29 Mar 2024

				      

					


                 

			


			



			Latest Videos



			


			Latest Prices


				#	Name	Price	Volume (24h)	% Change (24h)
	1	
						[image: Bitcoin (BTC)] Bitcoin (BTC)	$ 9379.51121871	29291234397.1	-2.12 % 
	2	
						[image: Litecoin (LTC)] Litecoin (LTC)	$ 68.6382381813	5720089694.18	-1.62 % 
	3	
						[image: Ethereum (ETH)] Ethereum (ETH)	$ 181.975638826	11767008363.1	-0.48 % 
	4	
						[image: Veritaseum (VERI)] Veritaseum (VERI)	$ 18.45	0	0.00 % 
	5	
						[image: EOS (EOS)] EOS (EOS)	$ 4.206085936	3774755482.59	-0.25 % 
	6	
						[image: Centra (CTR)] Centra (CTR)	$ 0.01471	0	0.00 % 
	7	
						[image: DigiByte (DGB)] DigiByte (DGB)	$ 0.0062005626	942236.540577	0.00 % 
	8	
						[image: AdEx (ADX)] AdEx (ADX)	$ 0.05420	88877.21	-1.21 % 
	9	
						[image: Humaniq (HMQ)] Humaniq (HMQ)	$ 0.004962	14208.2208233	0.00 % 
	10	
						[image: Private Instant Verified Transaction (PIVX)] Private Instant Verified Transaction (PIVX)	$ 0.2293	734764.276735	-3.14 % 
	11	
						[image: XRP (XRP)] XRP (XRP)	$ 0.2412959304	1903216173.21	0.88 % 
	12	
						[image: Bitshares (BTS)] Bitshares (BTS)	$ 0.0211442821	3198719.09431	-1.80 % 
	13	
						[image: BitSwift (SWIFT)] BitSwift (SWIFT)	$ 0.4051	0	0.00 % 
	14	
						[image: OmiseGo (OMG)] OmiseGo (OMG)	$ 0.9035012009	73564679.2141	2.52 % 
	15	
						[image: Sphere Coin (SPHR)] Sphere Coin (SPHR)	$ 0.06553	0	0.00 % 
	16	
						[image: Ethereum Classic (ETC)] Ethereum Classic (ETC)	$ 11.5038562535	2965506879.02	-0.61 % 
	17	
						[image: NEM (XEM)] NEM (XEM)	$ 0.0454819175	29553422.0555	0.00 % 
	18	
						[image: Rivetz (RVT)] Rivetz (RVT)	$ 0.007995	9993	-20.90 % 
	19	
						[image: MaidSafe Coin (MAID)] MaidSafe Coin (MAID)	$ 0.1110	1367484.96476	-0.32 % 
	20	
						[image: FunFair (FUN)] FunFair (FUN)	$ 0.003110	659876.996354	-2.81 % 
	21	
						[image: Paragon (PRG)] Paragon (PRG)	$ 0.01592	362.34112	-12.81 % 
	22	
						[image: Stratis (STRAT)] Stratis (STRAT)	$ 0.3037	985978.792886	-0.12 % 
	23	
						[image: NavCoin (NAV)] NavCoin (NAV)	$ 0.1015	659640.563461	-1.83 % 
	24	
						[image: Rise (RISE)] Rise (RISE)	$ 0.002627	44551.98061	3.45 % 
	25	
						[image: Verge (XVG)] Verge (XVG)	$ 0.0037872163	759364.83599	5.08 % 
	26	
						[image: Reddcoin (RDD)] Reddcoin (RDD)	$ 0.0007190	40259681.7228	25.00 % 
	27	
						[image: TenX (PAY)] TenX (PAY)	$ 0.05483	456707.500823	-0.13 % 
	28	
						[image: Waves (WAVES)] Waves (WAVES)	$ 0.8912100364	82970286.3014	1.84 % 
	29	
						[image: Lisk (LSK)] Lisk (LSK)	$ 1.0365054837	6082448.73385	6.17 % 
	30	
						[image: KickCoin (KICK)] KickCoin (KICK)	$ 0.0000969519	57571.4577545	5.26 % 
	31	
						[image: Monero (XMR)] Monero (XMR)	$ 72.1346716882	107010674.883	0.86 % 
	32	
						[image: Komodo (KMD)] Komodo (KMD)	$ 0.6368109417	2702396.03471	3.95 % 
	33	
						[image: BitcoinDark (BTCD)] BitcoinDark (BTCD)	$ 22.00	0	0.00 % 
	34	
						[image: Dash (DASH)] Dash (DASH)	$ 129.41	44110.8016989	2.43 % 
	35	
						[image: Gnosis (GNO)] Gnosis (GNO)	$ 15.82	542.73541475	-0.64 % 
	36	
						[image: Populous (PPT)] Populous (PPT)	$ 0.5442	589469.581183	5.01 % 
	37	
						[image: NEO (NEO)] NEO (NEO)	$ 11.5080200258	470747259.833	7.02 % 
	38	
						[image: BitConnect Coin (BCCOIN)] BitConnect Coin (BCCOIN)	$ 1.00	0	0.00 % 
	39	
						[image: Tether (USDT)] Tether (USDT)	$ 1.0003916102	40283398497.6	0.00 % 
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    		Market

      
Market may refer to:



	Market (economics)
	
Market (place), a physical marketplace or public market
	Market economy
	
Märket, an island shared by Finland and Sweden

Art, entertainment, and media


Film


	
Market (1965 film), 1965 South Korean film
	
Market (2003 film), 2003 Hindi film
	
The Market: A Tale of Trade, a Turkish film

Television


	
The Market (TV series), a New Zealand television drama

Brand or enterprise


	
The Market (company), a Farm Fresh Supermarket concept store
	The Market, a specialized Safeway store

Types of economic markets


	Agricultural marketing
	Emerging market
	Financial market
	Foreign exchange market
	Grey market
	Media market
	Niche market
	
Open market, a free trade economy; the antonym of closed market
	Prediction market
	Real estate market
	Stock market
	Wholesale marketing

Aspects of economic markets


	Efficient-market hypothesis
	Mark-to-market accounting
	Market capitalization
	Market economy
	Market failure
	Market maker
	Market microstructure
	Market research
	Market segment
	Market share
	Market trend
	Market value
	Single market
	Target market
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    		Customer

      
A customer (sometimes known as a client, buyer, or purchaser) is the recipient of a Good or a service,  or a product, or an idea, obtained from a seller, vendor, or supplier via a financial transaction or exchange for money or some  other valuable consideration.  Etymologically, a client is someone merely inclined to do business, whereas a purchaser procures goods or services on occasion but a customer customarily or habitually engages in transactions. This distinction is merely historic. Today customers are generally categorized into two types:


	 An entrepreneur' or trader (sometimes a commercial Intermediary) who is a dealer that purchases goods for re-sale.
	 An end user or ultimate customer who does not re-sell the things bought but is the actual consumer or an agent such as a Purchasing officer for the consumer.

A customer may or may not also be a consumer, but the two notions are distinct, even though the terms are commonly confused.  A customer purchases goods; a consumer uses them.  An ultimate customer may be a consumer as well, but just as equally may have purchased items for someone else to consume.  An intermediate customer is not a consumer at all.  The situation is somewhat complicated in that ultimate customers of so-called industrial goods and services (who are entities such as government bodies, manufacturers, and educational and medical institutions) either themselves use up the goods and services that they buy, or incorporate them into other finished products, and so are technically consumers, too.  However, they are rarely called that, but are rather called industrial customers or business-to-business customers.  Similarly, customers who buy services rather than goods are rarely called consumers.
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    		Financial market

      
A financial market is a market in which people trade financial securities, commodities, and other fungible items of value at low transaction costs and at prices that reflect supply and demand. Securities include stocks and bonds, and commodities include precious metals or agricultural products.



In economics, typically, the term market means the aggregate of possible buyers and sellers of a certain good or service and the transactions between them.



The term "market" is sometimes used for what are more strictly exchanges, organizations that facilitate the trade in financial securities, e.g., a stock exchange or commodity exchange. This may be a physical location (like the NYSE, BSE, NSE) or an electronic system (like NASDAQ). Much trading of stocks takes place on an exchange; still, corporate actions (merger, spinoff) are outside an exchange, while any two companies or people, for whatever reason, may agree to sell stock from the one to the other without using an exchange.



Trading of currencies and bonds is largely on a bilateral basis, although some bonds trade on a stock exchange, and people are building electronic systems for these as well, similar to stock exchanges.
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                                Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction!

                                    Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTradingOnline

Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction! In this video I talk about the Bitcoin BTC Cryptocurrency price and carry out a technical analysis. I also talk about my Bitcoin Elliott Wave count and discuss where the price could be going next.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Links:

Bitget:
Trade with Bitget: https://partner.bitget.com/bg/MoreCryptoOnline 
Receive a $15 bonus

Trade on Bybit:
Receive an up to $30,000 bonus (see terms on Bybit)
https://partner.bybit.com/b/MCO

Technical Analysis with TradingView:
https://bit.ly/Crypto_Tradingview

Set up trading bots with 3commas.... 

                                    published: 06 Mar 2024
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                                MARKETS in the MORNING, 3/4/2024, Bitcoin $65,500, Total Market Cap Breaks 702, DXY 103, Gold Record

                                    Blockchain Backer's Technical Analysis Toolkit for Crypto - http://www.BCBacker.com
Blockchain Backer Newsletter - https://blockchainbacker.substack.com
Blockchain Backer MERCH - https://blockchain-backer.creator-spring.com/

Check out Wave of Innovation: https://xrpgoldcoast2024.com/

Blockchain Backer 702 Digital Art NFT Collection on XRP - https://nft.onxrp.com/collection/blockchain-backer/

Hi, I am the Blockchain Backer, bringing you the latest cryptocurrency news and analysis. The content of my channel primarily focuses on crypto news, motivation, and chart analysis on the XRP chart, Bitcoin chart, various Altcoin charts, and market cap charts. 

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should... 

                                    published: 04 Mar 2024
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                                DUMP IT! Sell ALL Crypto & Bitcoin Before This Crash (HUGE Warning Signs Selling 101)

                                    There are signs we are entering the most DANGEROUS part of a crypto and bitcoin bull run. These signs will stop you from losing everything. Know them or eat big poopoo-peepee.

MENTIONED VIDEOS :

Micro Cap Training Video/Selling Strategy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1jqkqbVEz8

My Mid Bull Run 32 Coin Portfolio For Max Epic HAWT DIRTY GEIINZZ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yshWpJFQ6nM 
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                                Bitcoin Could Top $200,000 This Year...

                                    Today let's talk about Bitcoin being on the verge of breaking its $69,000 high and why many are calling for Bitcoin to be much higher later this year.  

🔺Bitunix Exchange (Us & Global) $60,000 Bonus ► https://bit.ly/3Tmp1Hq
🟩TapBit Exchange (US & Global) 5% Discount  ► https://bit.ly/41d7cNo
🔷BingX Exchange (Global) $5,000 Bonus ► https://bit.ly/468zBVU
🟪Best Crypto Exchanges Guide ► https://bit.ly/3Gc7dF9

🐔I Am George 'Master Of COQ' NFT:  https://bit.ly/49s4CpL
🥳TWC Conference & Mixer:  https://bit.ly/3u4jbAP

📰Join HODLer's Herald Newsletter for *Free Alpha* ► https://bit.ly/3wY8wFR
🟧Join *CryptosRus' Patreon* for More Alpha  ► https://bit.ly/3z3It1Y
💛Take Courses at *CryptosRus Academy* ► https://bit.ly/3MZj1yZ

🚨Get NordVPN and Stay Anonymous ► https://bit.ly/3zgO2b9

***Other Chann... 
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                                MARKETS in the MORNING, 3/5/2024, Bitcoin $67,600, Inches from ATH, ETH Breaks 702, DXY 103, Gold!

                                    Blockchain Backer's Technical Analysis Toolkit for Crypto - http://www.BCBacker.com
Blockchain Backer Newsletter - https://blockchainbacker.substack.com
Blockchain Backer MERCH - https://blockchain-backer.creator-spring.com/

Check out Wave of Innovation: https://xrpgoldcoast2024.com/

Blockchain Backer 702 Digital Art NFT Collection on XRP - https://nft.onxrp.com/collection/blockchain-backer/

Hi, I am the Blockchain Backer, bringing you the latest cryptocurrency news and analysis. The content of my channel primarily focuses on crypto news, motivation, and chart analysis on the XRP chart, Bitcoin chart, various Altcoin charts, and market cap charts. 

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should... 
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                                CRYPTO MARKET HAS TURNED DOWN! DON'T FREAK OUT - HERE IS WHY! MEGA CRYPTO NEWS!

                                    CRYPTO MARKET HAS TURNED DOWN! DON'T FREAK OUT - HERE IS WHY! MEGA CRYPTO NEWS!

💎 GET AUSTIN'S TRADING INDICATOR SOFTWARE (DISCOUNT CODE ► SP1) 👉 
https://bit.ly/X1ALGO

🔥 JOIN AUSTIN'S PATREON! FOLLOW HIS CRYPTO TRADES! 7 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER (Closing Soon!) 👉 https://bit.ly/austinspatreon

🔺GET MEXC Exchange (Global) $20,000 Bonus 👉 https://bit.ly/austinmexc

🔷 MARGEX: 20% DEPOSIT BONUS: Use Promo Code:  AUSTIN20 👉 https://bit.ly/austinmargex

🚨GET NORDVPN! Get 4 Months of NordVPN For Free. Click Here 👉 https://bit.ly/austinnordvpn

💹 HGACESS - Early Alpha Reports On New Projects, Pre-Launch Reports, Market Research Reports 👉 https://bit.ly/austinshgaccess

⭐️⭐️ GET IN TOUCH ⭐️⭐️
SPONSORSHIP REQUESTS: austinprivategroup@gmail.com

💸💸 GET IN ON EARLY LAUNCHES HERE: 💸💸
eTuk Presale Live 👉... 
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                                The Largest Stock Market and Crypto CRASH in History is Coming | Do This NOW

                                    ► Limited Time - 5.1% APY + 3% APY Booster + Up to 15 Free Stocks! (Deposit $100 Get 5 Free Stocks - Deposit $1,000 Get Additional 10 Free Stocks): https://j.moomoo.com/00EI6e

► Limited Time - Get 3 FREE Stocks on WeBull (Deposit $.01 and get 3 stocks worth up to $9,000): https://a.webull.com/i/RichardFain

Help support my my channel by subscribing and turning on notifications - lets grow my channel together!

NEW LIVESTREAM YOUTUBE CHANNEL: www.youtube.com/@richardfainmillionairementor

--Follow me--
You can follow me on Instagram here...
https://www.instagram.com/richardfainmillionairementor

--Follow me--
You can follow me on Facebook here...
https://www.facebook.com/RichardFainMillionaireMentor/

--Follow me--
You can follow me on Twitter here...
https://www.twitter.com/RichardFain28
... 
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                                TOP 5 CRYPTO TO BUY WITH $1,000 TODAY!

                                    Check out Conor's Channel!
https://www.youtube.com/@ConorKenny

Try Margex to long or short crypto! NO KYC. Make a deposit THEN use code: MFF20 to get a 20% bonus on deposits, up to $10k to be used to cover up to 50% of fees for 2 weeks!
https://margex.com/?rid=26303238

Get the best indicator on the market below! Right now it's 20% off!
https://www.hgalgo.com/my-financial-friend/

CHECK OUT COINW! Spot or leverage trade with no KYC! CoinW is Dubai based and has been around since 2017! Start trading to get up a $30k bonus!
https://www.coinw.com/front/affiliate?agentKey=myfinancialfriend⟨=en_US

Sign up to Blofin now and level-up your trading with massive deposit and trading bonuses! With over 270 trading pairs and no KYC, Blofin is where whales are made 🐳 PLUS 20% FEE DISCOUNT WITH MY ... 
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                                [LIVE] BITCOIN CRASH!!!!!!!! THIS WILL HAPPEN NEXT!?!?!?!?!?!?

                                    This Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency trading analysis applies to various exchanges. Tackling questions like if Bitcoin can reach all-time highs again or how low BTC will crash. Things like the lightning network have provided huge improvements for BTC and while it is true that others like Roger Ver with Bitcoin Cash (bcash) may disagree, I do see these blockchain technology innovations to be very bullish fundamental signs for the space. 

My second channel for daily altcoin analysis: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/ForfliesDY

This description contains paid sponsors and affiliate links.
Cryptocurrency is an unregulated digital currency, not a legal tender and subject to market risks. 
Please be advised that citizens and residents of the United Kingdom (UK), the United States of America (USA), a... 
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                                🚨EMERGENCY: BITCOIN *RED ALERT*!!!!!! [THIS IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT]

                                    ✅💰 ►[ *Up to *$8,800* Welcome Bonus]◄ 💰✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
🔷 Phemex Exchange ✔️ https://phemex.com/a/k/TylerS
*PHEMEX TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/5SrjZsM12rI

✅💰► Up to *$18,000* FREE BONUS ON BITGET ◄💰✅
🥇 Bitget Exchange ✔️  https://partner.bitget.com/bg/TylerS
*BITGET TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/pVCx1eiCiBA

✅ MY ONLY TWITTER: https://twitter.com/TylerSCrypto

►►✅ Earn ADA By Staking With Our Pool!✅ ◄◄
https://tylerscrypto.com/tsc-ada-stake-pool
Ticker: TSC
TSC Pool ID:
pool1mg37s4w4uzsmw27nsnz2mwfll8sdawngvy3n657t7nd0yjcd77e 
HOW TO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi0syaEK_Sg

Sign up to Tradingview to get charting!
https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=126006

TSCStakePool Twitter
https://twitter.com/TSCStakePool

All Affiliate links have the possibility of making me commission if u... 
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		Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction!
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         Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTradingOnline

Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elli...

         Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTradingOnline

Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction! In this video I talk about the Bitcoin BTC Cryptocurrency price and carry out a technical analysis. I also talk about my Bitcoin Elliott Wave count and discuss where the price could be going next.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Links:

Bitget:
Trade with Bitget: https://partner.bitget.com/bg/MoreCryptoOnline 
Receive a $15 bonus

Trade on Bybit:
Receive an up to $30,000 bonus (see terms on Bybit)
https://partner.bybit.com/b/MCO

Technical Analysis with TradingView:
https://bit.ly/Crypto_Tradingview

Set up trading bots with 3commas.io:
https://3commas.io/?c=tc1323713

Trade on Coinbase:
Receive $10 in BTC (see terms on website):
https://bit.ly/MCOinbase

Trade on Binance:
Receive a 15% fee discount (lifetime) when using this link.
https://accounts.binance.com/en/register?ref=XNWEZH08

Trade on Kucoin:
Receive a 20% fee discount:
https://www.kucoin.com/r/af/QBSSSL4T

Trade with eToro:
https://etoro.tw/3oFUKCk

Trade with Trading212:
Receive shares worth up to $100:
https://bit.ly/Trading212MCO

Protect your cryptocurrencies with Trezor:
https://bit.ly/morecryptoonline

Protect your cryptocurrencies with Ledger:
https://shop.ledger.com/?r=0fb3c8be2e46

Stay safe with NordVPN:
https://go.nordvpn.net/SH4s0

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 MCO World:

You can find the Technical analysis channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsl6Z6p7GOkczo8Cv-GH6Dg

You can find our German crypto Youtube channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRRrpK63KNPZMTLbv61UKRw

Please check out the More Crypto Online website:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/

Official Social Media Links:
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/morecryptoonline_official/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Morecryptoonl
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/more-crypto-online/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Join the private MoreCryptoOnline membership group:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/plans-pricing  OR
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCngIhBkikUe6e7tZTjpKK7Q/join   OR
https://www.patreon.com/morecryptoonline

🧿 Join the private MoreCryptoOnline foundational video training course:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/technical-analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
⚠️ Very important: ⚠️
- please do not reply to anyone with the MCO logo in the YouTube comments who sends you a Whatsapp number. This is scam!
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Financial Disclaimer:
We are no financial advisors. The ideas presented in this video are personal opinions and for entertainment purposes only. You (and only you) are responsible for the financial decisions that you make. Ideas presented in this video are my opinions at the date of recording and may have changed after recording.
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Hi, I am the Blockchain Backer, bringing you the latest cryptocurrency news and analysis. The content of my channel primarily focuses on crypto news, motivation, and chart analysis on the XRP chart, Bitcoin chart, various Altcoin charts, and market cap charts. 

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should not be used to make any investment decisions. You should contact a licensed financial adviser prior to making any investment decisions. Any affiliate links in the description of these videos may provide a commission if you decide to purchase their products. I appreciate any and all support of my channel, and without you, I wouldn't be here. Thank you.
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CREDIT: “It Is Wednesday My Dudes”

Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oct2xKMGOno
ZimoNitrome

Audio:
SupercraSY
https://soundcloud.com/user-970807181/wednesday-my-dudes

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should not be used to make any investment decisions. You should contact a licensed financial adviser prior to making any investment decisions. Any affiliate links in the description of these videos may provide a commission if you decide to purchase their products. I appreciate any and all support of my channel, and without you,  I wouldn't be here. Thank you.
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         There are signs we are entering the most DANGEROUS part of a crypto and bitcoin bull run. These signs will stop you from losing everything. Know them or eat big poopoo-peepee.

MENTIONED VIDEOS :

Micro Cap Training Video/Selling Strategy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1jqkqbVEz8

My Mid Bull Run 32 Coin Portfolio For Max Epic HAWT DIRTY GEIINZZ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yshWpJFQ6nM
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         Today let's talk about Bitcoin being on the verge of breaking its $69,000 high and why many are calling for Bitcoin to be much higher later this year.  

🔺Bitun...

         Today let's talk about Bitcoin being on the verge of breaking its $69,000 high and why many are calling for Bitcoin to be much higher later this year.  

🔺Bitunix Exchange (Us & Global) $60,000 Bonus ► https://bit.ly/3Tmp1Hq
🟩TapBit Exchange (US & Global) 5% Discount  ► https://bit.ly/41d7cNo
🔷BingX Exchange (Global) $5,000 Bonus ► https://bit.ly/468zBVU
🟪Best Crypto Exchanges Guide ► https://bit.ly/3Gc7dF9

🐔I Am George 'Master Of COQ' NFT:  https://bit.ly/49s4CpL
🥳TWC Conference & Mixer:  https://bit.ly/3u4jbAP

📰Join HODLer's Herald Newsletter for *Free Alpha* ► https://bit.ly/3wY8wFR
🟧Join *CryptosRus' Patreon* for More Alpha  ► https://bit.ly/3z3It1Y
💛Take Courses at *CryptosRus Academy* ► https://bit.ly/3MZj1yZ

🚨Get NordVPN and Stay Anonymous ► https://bit.ly/3zgO2b9

***Other Channels to Follow***
✖️CryptosRus X(Twitter): https://twitter.com/CryptosR_Us
#️⃣CryptosRusPlus Channel: https://www.youtube.com/@cryptosrusplus?sub_confirmation=1
#️⃣CryptosRus Clips Channel:  https://www.youtube.com/c/cryptosrusclips?sub_confirmation=1
#️⃣Drivers Only Channel:  https://www.youtube.com/c/driversonly?sub_confirmation=1

0:00 Intro
0:50 Market Overview
2:30 Blackrock Bitcoin 
4:30 Too Much BTC Demand
10:10 Bitcoin Bull Market
12:30 Bitcoin Approaches ATH
15:10 Bitcoin Charts
16:35 Bloomberg Memes
17:05 WIF
17:40 Shib
18:05 Doge

🔴Full Disclaimer:  This video and its contents are for informational purposes only and do not constitute an offer to sell or trade, a solicitation to buy, or recommendation for any security, cryptocurrency, or related product, nor does it constitute an offer to provide investment advice or other related services by CryptosRUs. CryptosRus may have a financial investment with the cryptocurrencies discussed in this video.  In preparing this video, no individual financial or investment needs of the viewer have been taken into account nor is any financial or investment advice being offered. Any views expressed in this video were prepared based upon the information available at the time such views were written.  Changed or additional information could cause such views to change.
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Hi, I am the Blockchain Backer, bringing you the latest cryptocurrency news and analysis. The content of my channel primarily focuses on crypto news, motivation, and chart analysis on the XRP chart, Bitcoin chart, various Altcoin charts, and market cap charts. 

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should not be used to make any investment decisions. You should contact a licensed financial adviser prior to making any investment decisions. Any affiliate links in the description of these videos may provide a commission if you decide to purchase their products. I appreciate any and all support of my channel, and without you, I wouldn't be here. Thank you.
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Hi, I am the Blockchain Backer, bringing you the latest cryptocurrency news and analysis. The content of my channel primarily focuses on crypto news, motivation, and chart analysis on the XRP chart, Bitcoin chart, various Altcoin charts, and market cap charts. 


CREDIT: “It Is Wednesday My Dudes”

Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oct2xKMGOno
ZimoNitrome

Audio:
SupercraSY
https://soundcloud.com/user-970807181/wednesday-my-dudes

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should not be used to make any investment decisions. You should contact a licensed financial adviser prior to making any investment decisions. Any affiliate links in the description of these videos may provide a commission if you decide to purchase their products. I appreciate any and all support of my channel, and without you,  I wouldn't be here. Thank you.
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💎 GET AUSTIN'S TRADING INDICATOR SOFTWARE (DISCOUNT CODE ► SP1) 👉 
https://bit....

         CRYPTO MARKET HAS TURNED DOWN! DON'T FREAK OUT - HERE IS WHY! MEGA CRYPTO NEWS!

💎 GET AUSTIN'S TRADING INDICATOR SOFTWARE (DISCOUNT CODE ► SP1) 👉 
https://bit.ly/X1ALGO

🔥 JOIN AUSTIN'S PATREON! FOLLOW HIS CRYPTO TRADES! 7 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER (Closing Soon!) 👉 https://bit.ly/austinspatreon

🔺GET MEXC Exchange (Global) $20,000 Bonus 👉 https://bit.ly/austinmexc

🔷 MARGEX: 20% DEPOSIT BONUS: Use Promo Code:  AUSTIN20 👉 https://bit.ly/austinmargex

🚨GET NORDVPN! Get 4 Months of NordVPN For Free. Click Here 👉 https://bit.ly/austinnordvpn

💹 HGACESS - Early Alpha Reports On New Projects, Pre-Launch Reports, Market Research Reports 👉 https://bit.ly/austinshgaccess

⭐️⭐️ GET IN TOUCH ⭐️⭐️
SPONSORSHIP REQUESTS: austinprivategroup@gmail.com

💸💸 GET IN ON EARLY LAUNCHES HERE: 💸💸
eTuk Presale Live 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AustinHilton_eTuk
Bitcoin Minetrix Presale Live 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AH_BTCMTX
SCOTTYTHEAI - Presale 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AH_ScottyTheAi
SMOG Token: Get It Here 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AustinHilton_SPONGE 
yPredict Presale Live 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AustinH_yPredict 
$TGC Presale Live 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AustinH_TGC 

CHECK OUT AUSTIN'S NEW STOCK CHANNEL: https://www.youtube.com/@stockaustin

AUSTIN HILTON TWITTER ACCOUNT: https://twitter.com/austinahilton

Join this channel to get access to special perks and benefits:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM5oQBEF59122yTblKUzCHQ/join

✅ ABOUT ME ✅ 
My name is Austin Hilton and on this channel I teach you about personal finance and crypto investing.  I work hard to bring you the latest crypto news, Bitcoin news, and crypto price predictions. I have two goals with this channel - to keep you updated with the latest crypto news today and to help you make more money in crypto.

COMMENT DISCLAIMER: I WILL NEVER CONTACT YOU IN ANYWAY (ON ANY PLATFORM). IF YOU GET CONTACTED BY ANYONE CLAIMING TO BE ME, IT IS NOT ME. FOR EXAMPLE, COMMENTS SHOWING WHATSAPP NUMBERS ARE NOT ME. ADDITIONALLY, PEOPLE HAVE THE ABILITY TO CALL YOU USING AI TECHNOLOGY SO IT SOUNDS LIKE ME. THIS AGAIN IS NOT ME. NEVER WILL I CONTACT YOU IN ANY WAY. PLEASE DO NOT CLICK ON ANY LINKS IN THE COMMENT SECTION BELOW. DO NOT RESPOND OR INTERACT WITH ANYONE ON ANY PLATFORM CLAIMING TO BE ME OR WORKING ON MY BEHALF - THEY ARE SCAMMERS.

DISCLAIMER:
This video is for educational purposes only. Please do your own research before making any decisions with your money.  I will not be held liable for any losses or gains you may experience.  I am not your financial or investment advisor.  This is completely educational content and should be taken as such - the views expressed in the content are opinions.  Nothing on this channel should be taken as a recommendation to buy a particular crypto asset.  The information shared on this channel is not indicative of future results.  Analyses are not absolute and are prone to change in accordance with present and future market events.  Please do all of your own research before you buy any cryptocurrency or any financial product.

AFFILIATE LINKS:
Some of the links in this description are paid affiliate links.  I will potentially receive a small commission if you click on the links and sign up.  Thank you for your support!
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COMMENT DISCLAIMER: I WILL NEVER CONTACT YOU IN ANYWAY (ON ANY PLATFORM). IF YOU GET CONTACTED BY ANYONE CLAIMING TO BE ME, IT IS NOT ME. FOR EXAMPLE, COMMENTS SHOWING WHATSAPP NUMBERS ARE NOT ME. ADDITIONALLY, PEOPLE HAVE THE ABILITY TO CALL YOU USING AI TECHNOLOGY SO IT SOUNDS LIKE ME. THIS AGAIN IS NOT ME. NEVER WILL I CONTACT YOU IN ANY WAY. PLEASE DO NOT CLICK ON ANY LINKS IN THE COMMENT SECTION BELOW. DO NOT RESPOND OR INTERACT WITH ANYONE ON ANY PLATFORM CLAIMING TO BE ME OR WORKING ON MY BEHALF - THEY ARE SCAMMERS.

DISCLAIMER:
This video is for educational purposes only. Please do your own research before making any decisions with your money.  I will not be held liable for any losses or gains you may experience.  I am not your financial or investment advisor.  This is completely educational content and should be taken as such - the views expressed in the content are opinions.  Nothing on this channel should be taken as a recommendation to buy a particular crypto asset.  The information shared on this channel is not indicative of future results.  Analyses are not absolute and are prone to change in accordance with present and future market events.  Please do all of your own research before you buy any cryptocurrency or any financial product.

AFFILIATE LINKS:
Some of the links in this description are paid affiliate links.  I will potentially receive a small commission if you click on the links and sign up.  Thank you for your support!
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         ► Limited Time - 5.1% APY + 3% APY Booster + Up to 15 Free Stocks! (Deposit $100 Get 5 Free Stocks - Deposit $1,000 Get Additional 10 Free Stocks): https://j.mo...

         ► Limited Time - 5.1% APY + 3% APY Booster + Up to 15 Free Stocks! (Deposit $100 Get 5 Free Stocks - Deposit $1,000 Get Additional 10 Free Stocks): https://j.moomoo.com/00EI6e

► Limited Time - Get 3 FREE Stocks on WeBull (Deposit $.01 and get 3 stocks worth up to $9,000): https://a.webull.com/i/RichardFain

Help support my my channel by subscribing and turning on notifications - lets grow my channel together!

NEW LIVESTREAM YOUTUBE CHANNEL: www.youtube.com/@richardfainmillionairementor

--Follow me--
You can follow me on Instagram here...
https://www.instagram.com/richardfainmillionairementor

--Follow me--
You can follow me on Facebook here...
https://www.facebook.com/RichardFainMillionaireMentor/

--Follow me--
You can follow me on Twitter here...
https://www.twitter.com/RichardFain28

-RF Financial Consulting LLC-
For financial mentoring & coaching services contact me on Instagram @richardfainmillionairementor or email: rffinancialconsulting28@gmail.com

This video may contain affiliate links that at no additional cost to you, I may earn a small commission. Thank you for your support!

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. These videos are for educational purposes only. Investing of any kind involves risk. While it is possible to minimize risk, your investments are solely your responsibility. It is imperative that you conduct your own research. I am merely sharing my opinion with no guarantee of gains or losses on investments.
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         Check out Conor's Channel!
https://www.youtube.com/@ConorKenny

Try Margex to long or short crypto! NO KYC. Make a deposit THEN use code: MFF20 to get a 20% bon...

         Check out Conor's Channel!
https://www.youtube.com/@ConorKenny

Try Margex to long or short crypto! NO KYC. Make a deposit THEN use code: MFF20 to get a 20% bonus on deposits, up to $10k to be used to cover up to 50% of fees for 2 weeks!
https://margex.com/?rid=26303238

Get the best indicator on the market below! Right now it's 20% off!
https://www.hgalgo.com/my-financial-friend/

CHECK OUT COINW! Spot or leverage trade with no KYC! CoinW is Dubai based and has been around since 2017! Start trading to get up a $30k bonus!
https://www.coinw.com/front/affiliate?agentKey=myfinancialfriend⟨=en_US

Sign up to Blofin now and level-up your trading with massive deposit and trading bonuses! With over 270 trading pairs and no KYC, Blofin is where whales are made 🐳 PLUS 20% FEE DISCOUNT WITH MY LINK!
https://blofin.com/register?referral_code=7uPCgR

Do you need help with your crypto taxes? I have the thing for you! 👇 We manually comb through each wallet you send us, calculate gas fees, airdrops, rugpulls, profits and more to make sure you ACTUALLY calculate your taxes correctly. Many clients have SAVED money from this.  Promo code: TAX2023   for 15% off!
https://bcmanagement.us/affiliates/my-financial-friend/

CHECK OUT HGAaccess!
https://www.patreon.com/HGAccess/posts

Try Helium Mobile to get unlimited Data for $20/month! Click the link below and signup using code MYFINANCIALFRIEND to be a free month for free. NO CONTRACT.  T&C below.
https://www.hellohelium.com 

Want to know exactly what I'm buying in stocks/crypto right when I buy?  Get every buy/sell I make in real time and get updates on the market!
https://www.patreon.com/myfinancialfriend

Follow me on twitter! 
https://twitter.com/MyFinancialFri

Get early access to THE BEST portfolio tracker out there! I built this because I couldn't get what I needed anywhere else as a crypto investor.
Pre-Register today.  
https://bagtrackerai.com

I LOVE M1 Finance for investing and savings! Deposit on M1 Finance, grow your account, and we both get some bonus $!
https://m1.finance/StN8FiCJF7Eh

Get $30 off of TradingView!
https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=114569

Sign up for Seeking Alpha below and get 59% off your first year!
https://www.sahg6dtr.com/DD2WZS/R74QP/

Check Out My Second Channel!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrXuLCYFr9o4_OHCLU0jWEg

Check me out on instagram!
https://www.instagram.com/myfinancialfriendofficial/

Paid advertisement. Data is unlimited but speeds may be slowed after 30GB usage per billing cycle. Additional taxes and fees apply. See terms and conditions
https://hellohelium.com/plan-terms-and-conditions

Please LIKE, COMMENT, and SUBSCRIBE for more!

Nothing I say is meant to be taken as legal, tax or investing advice. For entertainment purposes only. Some of the assets I talk about are assets I own. I'm not telling you to buy them.

#myfinancialfriend #crypto #stocks #bitcoin #ethereum #cardano #cryptocurrency #stockmarket #rich #tesla

Music: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOmy8wuTpC95lefU5d1dt2Q

Some of the links above are for affiliates. I may receive a commission for you signing up for the platform.

Therre are about 150 comments about some SPAM crypto. I spent 15 minutes deleting them already but they keep coming. PLEASE don't fall for any of these comments. 

For any business partnerships please reach out to the email below.
MyFinancialFriend23@Gmail.com
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         This Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency trading analysis applies to various exchanges. Tackling questions like if Bitcoin can reach all-time highs again or how low BTC ...

         This Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency trading analysis applies to various exchanges. Tackling questions like if Bitcoin can reach all-time highs again or how low BTC will crash. Things like the lightning network have provided huge improvements for BTC and while it is true that others like Roger Ver with Bitcoin Cash (bcash) may disagree, I do see these blockchain technology innovations to be very bullish fundamental signs for the space. 

My second channel for daily altcoin analysis: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/ForfliesDY

This description contains paid sponsors and affiliate links.
Cryptocurrency is an unregulated digital currency, not a legal tender and subject to market risks. 
Please be advised that citizens and residents of the United Kingdom (UK), the United States of America (USA), and other countries where cryptocurrency exchanges are restricted by law or regulations are strictly prohibited from accessing and using the services provided by any cryptocurrency exchange listed in this description.

🔥 𝐄𝐗𝐂𝐇𝐀𝐍𝐆𝐄𝐒 𝐈 𝐔𝐒𝐄 - 𝐆𝐄𝐓 𝗢𝗩𝗘𝗥 $𝟏𝟗𝟔,𝟏𝟐𝟎+ 𝗜𝗡 𝗕𝗢𝗡𝗨𝗦𝗘𝗦🔥

💰𝐁𝐘𝐁𝐈𝐓 Exchange💰- Register to get up to $30,000 Bonus + 0% Spot Trading Fees: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/5MARBBMN

𝐅𝐫𝐞𝐞 $𝟓𝟎𝟎 𝐁𝐓𝐂 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐨𝐧 𝐁𝐲𝐛𝐢𝐭:
https://links.forfliescrypto.com/5MARBBADMN

🔥𝐅𝐑𝐄𝐄 𝐓𝐑𝐀𝐃𝐈𝐍𝐆 𝐏𝐀𝐂𝐊𝐀𝐆𝐄 (𝐖𝐎𝐑𝐓𝐇 $𝟏𝟎𝟎 ) 𝐒𝐓𝐄𝐏𝐒.🔥 
If you are already registered with Bybit skip step 1.
1. Complete the sign-up process to Bybit using the link above. 
2. Reach out to me by Email  (hello@funnalex.com) or send a message on Telegram (@Forflies) with your UID (Account Number) with a request stating you would like to be part of the Forflies network.

💰𝐁𝐈𝐍𝐆𝐗 Exchange💰– NO KYC & Up to $135,620 in bonuses: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/5MARBXMN

💰𝐂𝐎𝐈𝐍𝐖 Exchange💰- Sign up, open a futures account & get a $50 trade bonus. 
Deposit $100, trade once & get another $100 bonus!  https://links.forfliescrypto.com/5MARCWMN

⚡️𝗢𝗙𝗙𝗜𝗖𝗜𝗔𝗟 𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗙𝗟𝗜𝗘𝗦 𝗖𝗛𝗔𝗡𝗡𝗘𝗟𝗦 (𝗧𝗘𝗟𝗘𝗚𝗥𝗔𝗠/𝗪𝗘𝗕𝗦𝗜𝗧𝗘)⚡️
 ➥ Forflies GOLD: https://t.me/forfliesgold 
 ➥ Forflies VIP: click on my name (@Forflies) at the bottom of Telegram posts and message me. This is the only way to join VIP.
 ➥ DIRECT contact to me: http://t.me/forflies 
 ➥ Official Forflies website: http://forfliescrypto.com 
➥ Marketing and support enquiries: hello@funnalex.com

📈𝐓𝐫𝐚𝐝𝐢𝐧𝐠𝐕𝐢𝐞𝐰: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/TradingViewMN
 (Where I chart BTC)

All my links - https://linktr.ee/forflies

🔥𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗙𝗟𝗜𝗘𝗦 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗡𝗦𝗟𝗔𝗧𝗘𝗗 𝗬𝗢𝗨𝗧𝗨𝗕𝗘 𝗖𝗛𝗔𝗡𝗡𝗘𝗟𝗦🔥
🇪🇸My Spanish Channel: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/ForfliesSP
🇹🇷 My Turkish Channel: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/ForfliesTK

🔥𝗙𝗢𝗟𝗟𝗢𝗪 𝗠𝗘 𝗢𝗡 𝗦𝗢𝗖𝗜𝗔𝗟 𝗠𝗘𝗗𝗜𝗔🔥
➥ Twitter: https://twitter.com/samiloyal_ 
➥ Instagram: https://instagram.com/samiloyal_

⚡️𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗧𝗨𝗧𝗢𝗥𝗜𝗔𝗟𝗦⚡️
📚How to turn $1,000 INTO $1,000,000: Bitcoin trading - Ultimate in-depth guide (FOR BEGINNERS) : https://youtu.be/apkcH4z43gY
📚 Bybit Tutorial: https://youtu.be/wj4NrJjOU94
🔥How to get your BYBIT bonuses: https://youtu.be/Q8_NcLWBhHo
📚 Prime XBT Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Et3CW2JBv7w
📚 OKX Tutorial: https://youtu.be/HbRijhQN4BU
📚 Lux Algo Tutorial  https://youtu.be/mByy07UB4YQ
📚 Bitget Tutorial: https://youtu.be/ocOaVNoLerU

📘𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗕𝗢𝗢𝗞𝗦 𝗜 𝗟𝗢𝗩𝗘📘
Technical Analysis of the Financial Markets:
US: https://amzn.to/2Dqezr3 
UK: https://amzn.to/2Pnhbe0 

Market Wizards:
US: https://amzn.to/2PCzLyF 
UK: https://amzn.to/2od7v9q 

I make YouTube videos on cryptocurrency news, crypto altcoin analysis, bitcoin trading strategies and a lot more. You'll find a lot of videos on gems to invest in and learn how I've earned money using Bitcoin.
This bitcoin market trading analysis applies to various exchanges, including Bybit, Bitget and Binance. Tackling questions like if Bitcoin can reach 20k again and if we will be seeing a crypto currency market recovery this year.

None of my Bitcoin (BTC) - or any other cryptocurrency videos/online posts - are to be used as financial advice. I am not liable for any losses you may incur when trading crypto, always do your own research (DYOR).
Contracts For Difference ("CFDs") are leveraged products and carry a significant risk of loss to your capital, as prices may move rapidly against you and you may be required to make further payments to keep any trades open. Between 74-89% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs. These products are not suitable for all clients, therefore please ensure you fully understand the risks and seek independent advice.

- Sami Loyal

 By using any of the exchange links on this page, you confirm that you are not a citizen or resident of the UK, USA, or any other country where cryptocurrency exchanges are restricted or blocked.
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📚 Prime XBT Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Et3CW2JBv7w
📚 OKX Tutorial: https://youtu.be/HbRijhQN4BU
📚 Lux Algo Tutorial  https://youtu.be/mByy07UB4YQ
📚 Bitget Tutorial: https://youtu.be/ocOaVNoLerU

📘𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗕𝗢𝗢𝗞𝗦 𝗜 𝗟𝗢𝗩𝗘📘
Technical Analysis of the Financial Markets:
US: https://amzn.to/2Dqezr3 
UK: https://amzn.to/2Pnhbe0 

Market Wizards:
US: https://amzn.to/2PCzLyF 
UK: https://amzn.to/2od7v9q 

I make YouTube videos on cryptocurrency news, crypto altcoin analysis, bitcoin trading strategies and a lot more. You'll find a lot of videos on gems to invest in and learn how I've earned money using Bitcoin.
This bitcoin market trading analysis applies to various exchanges, including Bybit, Bitget and Binance. Tackling questions like if Bitcoin can reach 20k again and if we will be seeing a crypto currency market recovery this year.

None of my Bitcoin (BTC) - or any other cryptocurrency videos/online posts - are to be used as financial advice. I am not liable for any losses you may incur when trading crypto, always do your own research (DYOR).
Contracts For Difference ("CFDs") are leveraged products and carry a significant risk of loss to your capital, as prices may move rapidly against you and you may be required to make further payments to keep any trades open. Between 74-89% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs. These products are not suitable for all clients, therefore please ensure you fully understand the risks and seek independent advice.

- Sami Loyal

 By using any of the exchange links on this page, you confirm that you are not a citizen or resident of the UK, USA, or any other country where cryptocurrency exchanges are restricted or blocked.
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         ✅💰 ►[ *Up to *$8,800* Welcome Bonus]◄ 💰✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
🔷 Phemex Exchange ✔️ https://phemex.com/a/k/TylerS
*PHEMEX TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/5SrjZsM12rI...

         ✅💰 ►[ *Up to *$8,800* Welcome Bonus]◄ 💰✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
🔷 Phemex Exchange ✔️ https://phemex.com/a/k/TylerS
*PHEMEX TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/5SrjZsM12rI

✅💰► Up to *$18,000* FREE BONUS ON BITGET ◄💰✅
🥇 Bitget Exchange ✔️  https://partner.bitget.com/bg/TylerS
*BITGET TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/pVCx1eiCiBA

✅ MY ONLY TWITTER: https://twitter.com/TylerSCrypto

►►✅ Earn ADA By Staking With Our Pool!✅ ◄◄
https://tylerscrypto.com/tsc-ada-stake-pool
Ticker: TSC
TSC Pool ID:
pool1mg37s4w4uzsmw27nsnz2mwfll8sdawngvy3n657t7nd0yjcd77e 
HOW TO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi0syaEK_Sg

Sign up to Tradingview to get charting!
https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=126006

TSCStakePool Twitter
https://twitter.com/TSCStakePool

All Affiliate links have the possibility of making me commission if used - at no extra cost to you

✅ MY ONLY INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/tylerstrejilevich

► 💰DEALS, BONUSES AND MORE💰 ◄
✅  https://tylerscrypto.com ✅ 

Sponsored by Phemex

DO NOT Trade on any exchange that prohibits trading from your geographical location

BEWARE OF IMPERSONATORS PRETENDING TO BE ME IN THE COMMENTS!! NEVER SEND ANYONE IN YOUTUBE COMMENTS YOUR CRYPTO! I WILL NOT CONTACT YOU ON ANY SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS!! - THERE ARE DOZENS OF INSTAGRAM AND TWITTER IMPERSONATORS THAT WILL MESSAGE YOU TO STEAL YOUR CRYPTO, WHILE PRETENDING TO BE ME

Disclaimer:  The information I discuss in the videos on this channel are only the views of myself and are not to be taken as financial advice. The purpose of these videos are to promote discussion and interest in the crypto-space. Also, we like to make jokes! Affiliate Links Can Provide Commission If Utilized.

bitcoin, BTC, Bitcoin price, BTC price, bitcoin price prediction, BTC 2020, btc price prediction, Bitcoin price targets, BTC TA, Bitcoin TA, bitcoin trading, bitcoin news, bitcoin news today, btc price targets, bitcoin bull run, bitcoin bull market, investing, invest, bitcoin bullish

#bitcoin #bitcointoday #bitcoinnews
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✅💰► Up to *$18,000* FREE BONUS ON BITGET ◄💰✅
🥇 Bitget Exchange ✔️  https://partner.bitget.com/bg/TylerS
*BITGET TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/pVCx1eiCiBA

✅ MY ONLY TWITTER: https://twitter.com/TylerSCrypto

►►✅ Earn ADA By Staking With Our Pool!✅ ◄◄
https://tylerscrypto.com/tsc-ada-stake-pool
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TSC Pool ID:
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HOW TO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi0syaEK_Sg

Sign up to Tradingview to get charting!
https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=126006

TSCStakePool Twitter
https://twitter.com/TSCStakePool

All Affiliate links have the possibility of making me commission if used - at no extra cost to you

✅ MY ONLY INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/tylerstrejilevich

► 💰DEALS, BONUSES AND MORE💰 ◄
✅  https://tylerscrypto.com ✅ 

Sponsored by Phemex

DO NOT Trade on any exchange that prohibits trading from your geographical location

BEWARE OF IMPERSONATORS PRETENDING TO BE ME IN THE COMMENTS!! NEVER SEND ANYONE IN YOUTUBE COMMENTS YOUR CRYPTO! I WILL NOT CONTACT YOU ON ANY SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS!! - THERE ARE DOZENS OF INSTAGRAM AND TWITTER IMPERSONATORS THAT WILL MESSAGE YOU TO STEAL YOUR CRYPTO, WHILE PRETENDING TO BE ME

Disclaimer:  The information I discuss in the videos on this channel are only the views of myself and are not to be taken as financial advice. The purpose of these videos are to promote discussion and interest in the crypto-space. Also, we like to make jokes! Affiliate Links Can Provide Commission If Utilized.

bitcoin, BTC, Bitcoin price, BTC price, bitcoin price prediction, BTC 2020, btc price prediction, Bitcoin price targets, BTC TA, Bitcoin TA, bitcoin trading, bitcoin news, bitcoin news today, btc price targets, bitcoin bull run, bitcoin bull market, investing, invest, bitcoin bullish

#bitcoin #bitcointoday #bitcoinnews
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                Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction!

                Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTra...
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                    Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTradingOnline

Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction! In this video I talk about the Bitcoin BTC Cryptocurrency price and carry out a technical analysis. I also talk about my Bitcoin Elliott Wave count and discuss where the price could be going next.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Links:

Bitget:
Trade with Bitget: https://partner.bitget.com/bg/MoreCryptoOnline 
Receive a $15 bonus

Trade on Bybit:
Receive an up to $30,000 bonus (see terms on Bybit)
https://partner.bybit.com/b/MCO

Technical Analysis with TradingView:
https://bit.ly/Crypto_Tradingview

Set up trading bots with 3commas.io:
https://3commas.io/?c=tc1323713

Trade on Coinbase:
Receive $10 in BTC (see terms on website):
https://bit.ly/MCOinbase

Trade on Binance:
Receive a 15% fee discount (lifetime) when using this link.
https://accounts.binance.com/en/register?ref=XNWEZH08

Trade on Kucoin:
Receive a 20% fee discount:
https://www.kucoin.com/r/af/QBSSSL4T

Trade with eToro:
https://etoro.tw/3oFUKCk

Trade with Trading212:
Receive shares worth up to $100:
https://bit.ly/Trading212MCO

Protect your cryptocurrencies with Trezor:
https://bit.ly/morecryptoonline

Protect your cryptocurrencies with Ledger:
https://shop.ledger.com/?r=0fb3c8be2e46

Stay safe with NordVPN:
https://go.nordvpn.net/SH4s0

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 MCO World:

You can find the Technical analysis channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsl6Z6p7GOkczo8Cv-GH6Dg

You can find our German crypto Youtube channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRRrpK63KNPZMTLbv61UKRw

Please check out the More Crypto Online website:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/

Official Social Media Links:
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/morecryptoonline_official/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Morecryptoonl
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/more-crypto-online/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Join the private MoreCryptoOnline membership group:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/plans-pricing  OR
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCngIhBkikUe6e7tZTjpKK7Q/join   OR
https://www.patreon.com/morecryptoonline

🧿 Join the private MoreCryptoOnline foundational video training course:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/technical-analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
⚠️ Very important: ⚠️
- please do not reply to anyone with the MCO logo in the YouTube comments who sends you a Whatsapp number. This is scam!
- please do not join any other MCO Telegram channel than the ones you received the links for. These are all scam!
- You find the official Social Media links down below in the description section.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

☕️ Caffeine:
For additional support you can now buy me a coffee ;-):
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/morecrypto
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Financial Disclaimer:
We are no financial advisors. The ideas presented in this video are personal opinions and for entertainment purposes only. You (and only you) are responsible for the financial decisions that you make. Ideas presented in this video are my opinions at the date of recording and may have changed after recording.
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                MARKETS in the MORNING, 3/4/2024, Bitcoin $65,500, Total Market Cap Breaks 702, DXY 103, Gold Record

                Blockchain Backer's Technical Analysis Toolkit for Crypto - http://www.BCBacker.com
Blockc...
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                    Blockchain Backer's Technical Analysis Toolkit for Crypto - http://www.BCBacker.com
Blockchain Backer Newsletter - https://blockchainbacker.substack.com
Blockchain Backer MERCH - https://blockchain-backer.creator-spring.com/

Check out Wave of Innovation: https://xrpgoldcoast2024.com/

Blockchain Backer 702 Digital Art NFT Collection on XRP - https://nft.onxrp.com/collection/blockchain-backer/

Hi, I am the Blockchain Backer, bringing you the latest cryptocurrency news and analysis. The content of my channel primarily focuses on crypto news, motivation, and chart analysis on the XRP chart, Bitcoin chart, various Altcoin charts, and market cap charts. 

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should not be used to make any investment decisions. You should contact a licensed financial adviser prior to making any investment decisions. Any affiliate links in the description of these videos may provide a commission if you decide to purchase their products. I appreciate any and all support of my channel, and without you, I wouldn't be here. Thank you.
Blockchain Backer Newsletter - https://blockchainbacker.substack.com
Blockchain Backer 702 Digital Art NFT Collection on XRP - https://nft.onxrp.com/collection/blockchain-backer/

Hi, I am the Blockchain Backer, bringing you the latest cryptocurrency news and analysis. The content of my channel primarily focuses on crypto news, motivation, and chart analysis on the XRP chart, Bitcoin chart, various Altcoin charts, and market cap charts. 


CREDIT: “It Is Wednesday My Dudes”

Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oct2xKMGOno
ZimoNitrome

Audio:
SupercraSY
https://soundcloud.com/user-970807181/wednesday-my-dudes

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should not be used to make any investment decisions. You should contact a licensed financial adviser prior to making any investment decisions. Any affiliate links in the description of these videos may provide a commission if you decide to purchase their products. I appreciate any and all support of my channel, and without you,  I wouldn't be here. Thank you.
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                DUMP IT! Sell ALL Crypto & Bitcoin Before This Crash (HUGE Warning Signs Selling 101)

                There are signs we are entering the most DANGEROUS part of a crypto and bitcoin bull run. ...
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                    There are signs we are entering the most DANGEROUS part of a crypto and bitcoin bull run. These signs will stop you from losing everything. Know them or eat big poopoo-peepee.

MENTIONED VIDEOS :

Micro Cap Training Video/Selling Strategy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1jqkqbVEz8

My Mid Bull Run 32 Coin Portfolio For Max Epic HAWT DIRTY GEIINZZ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yshWpJFQ6nM
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                Bitcoin Could Top $200,000 This Year...

                Today let's talk about Bitcoin being on the verge of breaking its $69,000 high and why man...
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                    Today let's talk about Bitcoin being on the verge of breaking its $69,000 high and why many are calling for Bitcoin to be much higher later this year.  

🔺Bitunix Exchange (Us & Global) $60,000 Bonus ► https://bit.ly/3Tmp1Hq
🟩TapBit Exchange (US & Global) 5% Discount  ► https://bit.ly/41d7cNo
🔷BingX Exchange (Global) $5,000 Bonus ► https://bit.ly/468zBVU
🟪Best Crypto Exchanges Guide ► https://bit.ly/3Gc7dF9

🐔I Am George 'Master Of COQ' NFT:  https://bit.ly/49s4CpL
🥳TWC Conference & Mixer:  https://bit.ly/3u4jbAP

📰Join HODLer's Herald Newsletter for *Free Alpha* ► https://bit.ly/3wY8wFR
🟧Join *CryptosRus' Patreon* for More Alpha  ► https://bit.ly/3z3It1Y
💛Take Courses at *CryptosRus Academy* ► https://bit.ly/3MZj1yZ

🚨Get NordVPN and Stay Anonymous ► https://bit.ly/3zgO2b9

***Other Channels to Follow***
✖️CryptosRus X(Twitter): https://twitter.com/CryptosR_Us
#️⃣CryptosRusPlus Channel: https://www.youtube.com/@cryptosrusplus?sub_confirmation=1
#️⃣CryptosRus Clips Channel:  https://www.youtube.com/c/cryptosrusclips?sub_confirmation=1
#️⃣Drivers Only Channel:  https://www.youtube.com/c/driversonly?sub_confirmation=1

0:00 Intro
0:50 Market Overview
2:30 Blackrock Bitcoin 
4:30 Too Much BTC Demand
10:10 Bitcoin Bull Market
12:30 Bitcoin Approaches ATH
15:10 Bitcoin Charts
16:35 Bloomberg Memes
17:05 WIF
17:40 Shib
18:05 Doge

🔴Full Disclaimer:  This video and its contents are for informational purposes only and do not constitute an offer to sell or trade, a solicitation to buy, or recommendation for any security, cryptocurrency, or related product, nor does it constitute an offer to provide investment advice or other related services by CryptosRUs. CryptosRus may have a financial investment with the cryptocurrencies discussed in this video.  In preparing this video, no individual financial or investment needs of the viewer have been taken into account nor is any financial or investment advice being offered. Any views expressed in this video were prepared based upon the information available at the time such views were written.  Changed or additional information could cause such views to change.
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                MARKETS in the MORNING, 3/5/2024, Bitcoin $67,600, Inches from ATH, ETH Breaks 702, DXY 103, Gold!

                Blockchain Backer's Technical Analysis Toolkit for Crypto - http://www.BCBacker.com
Blockc...
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                    Blockchain Backer's Technical Analysis Toolkit for Crypto - http://www.BCBacker.com
Blockchain Backer Newsletter - https://blockchainbacker.substack.com
Blockchain Backer MERCH - https://blockchain-backer.creator-spring.com/

Check out Wave of Innovation: https://xrpgoldcoast2024.com/

Blockchain Backer 702 Digital Art NFT Collection on XRP - https://nft.onxrp.com/collection/blockchain-backer/

Hi, I am the Blockchain Backer, bringing you the latest cryptocurrency news and analysis. The content of my channel primarily focuses on crypto news, motivation, and chart analysis on the XRP chart, Bitcoin chart, various Altcoin charts, and market cap charts. 

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should not be used to make any investment decisions. You should contact a licensed financial adviser prior to making any investment decisions. Any affiliate links in the description of these videos may provide a commission if you decide to purchase their products. I appreciate any and all support of my channel, and without you, I wouldn't be here. Thank you.
Blockchain Backer Newsletter - https://blockchainbacker.substack.com
Blockchain Backer 702 Digital Art NFT Collection on XRP - https://nft.onxrp.com/collection/blockchain-backer/

Hi, I am the Blockchain Backer, bringing you the latest cryptocurrency news and analysis. The content of my channel primarily focuses on crypto news, motivation, and chart analysis on the XRP chart, Bitcoin chart, various Altcoin charts, and market cap charts. 


CREDIT: “It Is Wednesday My Dudes”

Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oct2xKMGOno
ZimoNitrome

Audio:
SupercraSY
https://soundcloud.com/user-970807181/wednesday-my-dudes

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. Investing and trading is risky, and you can lose your money. The information in this video should not be used to make any investment decisions. You should contact a licensed financial adviser prior to making any investment decisions. Any affiliate links in the description of these videos may provide a commission if you decide to purchase their products. I appreciate any and all support of my channel, and without you,  I wouldn't be here. Thank you.
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                CRYPTO MARKET HAS TURNED DOWN! DON'T FREAK OUT - HERE IS WHY! MEGA CRYPTO NEWS!

                CRYPTO MARKET HAS TURNED DOWN! DON'T FREAK OUT - HERE IS WHY! MEGA CRYPTO NEWS!

💎 GET AUS...
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                    CRYPTO MARKET HAS TURNED DOWN! DON'T FREAK OUT - HERE IS WHY! MEGA CRYPTO NEWS!

💎 GET AUSTIN'S TRADING INDICATOR SOFTWARE (DISCOUNT CODE ► SP1) 👉 
https://bit.ly/X1ALGO

🔥 JOIN AUSTIN'S PATREON! FOLLOW HIS CRYPTO TRADES! 7 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER (Closing Soon!) 👉 https://bit.ly/austinspatreon

🔺GET MEXC Exchange (Global) $20,000 Bonus 👉 https://bit.ly/austinmexc

🔷 MARGEX: 20% DEPOSIT BONUS: Use Promo Code:  AUSTIN20 👉 https://bit.ly/austinmargex

🚨GET NORDVPN! Get 4 Months of NordVPN For Free. Click Here 👉 https://bit.ly/austinnordvpn

💹 HGACESS - Early Alpha Reports On New Projects, Pre-Launch Reports, Market Research Reports 👉 https://bit.ly/austinshgaccess

⭐️⭐️ GET IN TOUCH ⭐️⭐️
SPONSORSHIP REQUESTS: austinprivategroup@gmail.com

💸💸 GET IN ON EARLY LAUNCHES HERE: 💸💸
eTuk Presale Live 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AustinHilton_eTuk
Bitcoin Minetrix Presale Live 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AH_BTCMTX
SCOTTYTHEAI - Presale 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AH_ScottyTheAi
SMOG Token: Get It Here 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AustinHilton_SPONGE 
yPredict Presale Live 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AustinH_yPredict 
$TGC Presale Live 👉 https://bestcrypto2023.care/b_AustinH_TGC 

CHECK OUT AUSTIN'S NEW STOCK CHANNEL: https://www.youtube.com/@stockaustin

AUSTIN HILTON TWITTER ACCOUNT: https://twitter.com/austinahilton

Join this channel to get access to special perks and benefits:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM5oQBEF59122yTblKUzCHQ/join

✅ ABOUT ME ✅ 
My name is Austin Hilton and on this channel I teach you about personal finance and crypto investing.  I work hard to bring you the latest crypto news, Bitcoin news, and crypto price predictions. I have two goals with this channel - to keep you updated with the latest crypto news today and to help you make more money in crypto.

COMMENT DISCLAIMER: I WILL NEVER CONTACT YOU IN ANYWAY (ON ANY PLATFORM). IF YOU GET CONTACTED BY ANYONE CLAIMING TO BE ME, IT IS NOT ME. FOR EXAMPLE, COMMENTS SHOWING WHATSAPP NUMBERS ARE NOT ME. ADDITIONALLY, PEOPLE HAVE THE ABILITY TO CALL YOU USING AI TECHNOLOGY SO IT SOUNDS LIKE ME. THIS AGAIN IS NOT ME. NEVER WILL I CONTACT YOU IN ANY WAY. PLEASE DO NOT CLICK ON ANY LINKS IN THE COMMENT SECTION BELOW. DO NOT RESPOND OR INTERACT WITH ANYONE ON ANY PLATFORM CLAIMING TO BE ME OR WORKING ON MY BEHALF - THEY ARE SCAMMERS.

DISCLAIMER:
This video is for educational purposes only. Please do your own research before making any decisions with your money.  I will not be held liable for any losses or gains you may experience.  I am not your financial or investment advisor.  This is completely educational content and should be taken as such - the views expressed in the content are opinions.  Nothing on this channel should be taken as a recommendation to buy a particular crypto asset.  The information shared on this channel is not indicative of future results.  Analyses are not absolute and are prone to change in accordance with present and future market events.  Please do all of your own research before you buy any cryptocurrency or any financial product.

AFFILIATE LINKS:
Some of the links in this description are paid affiliate links.  I will potentially receive a small commission if you click on the links and sign up.  Thank you for your support!
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                The Largest Stock Market and Crypto CRASH in History is Coming | Do This NOW
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                    ► Limited Time - 5.1% APY + 3% APY Booster + Up to 15 Free Stocks! (Deposit $100 Get 5 Free Stocks - Deposit $1,000 Get Additional 10 Free Stocks): https://j.moomoo.com/00EI6e

► Limited Time - Get 3 FREE Stocks on WeBull (Deposit $.01 and get 3 stocks worth up to $9,000): https://a.webull.com/i/RichardFain

Help support my my channel by subscribing and turning on notifications - lets grow my channel together!

NEW LIVESTREAM YOUTUBE CHANNEL: www.youtube.com/@richardfainmillionairementor

--Follow me--
You can follow me on Instagram here...
https://www.instagram.com/richardfainmillionairementor

--Follow me--
You can follow me on Facebook here...
https://www.facebook.com/RichardFainMillionaireMentor/

--Follow me--
You can follow me on Twitter here...
https://www.twitter.com/RichardFain28

-RF Financial Consulting LLC-
For financial mentoring & coaching services contact me on Instagram @richardfainmillionairementor or email: rffinancialconsulting28@gmail.com

This video may contain affiliate links that at no additional cost to you, I may earn a small commission. Thank you for your support!

DISCLAIMER: I am not a financial adviser. These videos are for educational purposes only. Investing of any kind involves risk. While it is possible to minimize risk, your investments are solely your responsibility. It is imperative that you conduct your own research. I am merely sharing my opinion with no guarantee of gains or losses on investments.
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                    Check out Conor's Channel!
https://www.youtube.com/@ConorKenny

Try Margex to long or short crypto! NO KYC. Make a deposit THEN use code: MFF20 to get a 20% bonus on deposits, up to $10k to be used to cover up to 50% of fees for 2 weeks!
https://margex.com/?rid=26303238

Get the best indicator on the market below! Right now it's 20% off!
https://www.hgalgo.com/my-financial-friend/

CHECK OUT COINW! Spot or leverage trade with no KYC! CoinW is Dubai based and has been around since 2017! Start trading to get up a $30k bonus!
https://www.coinw.com/front/affiliate?agentKey=myfinancialfriend⟨=en_US

Sign up to Blofin now and level-up your trading with massive deposit and trading bonuses! With over 270 trading pairs and no KYC, Blofin is where whales are made 🐳 PLUS 20% FEE DISCOUNT WITH MY LINK!
https://blofin.com/register?referral_code=7uPCgR

Do you need help with your crypto taxes? I have the thing for you! 👇 We manually comb through each wallet you send us, calculate gas fees, airdrops, rugpulls, profits and more to make sure you ACTUALLY calculate your taxes correctly. Many clients have SAVED money from this.  Promo code: TAX2023   for 15% off!
https://bcmanagement.us/affiliates/my-financial-friend/

CHECK OUT HGAaccess!
https://www.patreon.com/HGAccess/posts

Try Helium Mobile to get unlimited Data for $20/month! Click the link below and signup using code MYFINANCIALFRIEND to be a free month for free. NO CONTRACT.  T&C below.
https://www.hellohelium.com 

Want to know exactly what I'm buying in stocks/crypto right when I buy?  Get every buy/sell I make in real time and get updates on the market!
https://www.patreon.com/myfinancialfriend

Follow me on twitter! 
https://twitter.com/MyFinancialFri

Get early access to THE BEST portfolio tracker out there! I built this because I couldn't get what I needed anywhere else as a crypto investor.
Pre-Register today.  
https://bagtrackerai.com

I LOVE M1 Finance for investing and savings! Deposit on M1 Finance, grow your account, and we both get some bonus $!
https://m1.finance/StN8FiCJF7Eh

Get $30 off of TradingView!
https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=114569

Sign up for Seeking Alpha below and get 59% off your first year!
https://www.sahg6dtr.com/DD2WZS/R74QP/

Check Out My Second Channel!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrXuLCYFr9o4_OHCLU0jWEg

Check me out on instagram!
https://www.instagram.com/myfinancialfriendofficial/

Paid advertisement. Data is unlimited but speeds may be slowed after 30GB usage per billing cycle. Additional taxes and fees apply. See terms and conditions
https://hellohelium.com/plan-terms-and-conditions

Please LIKE, COMMENT, and SUBSCRIBE for more!

Nothing I say is meant to be taken as legal, tax or investing advice. For entertainment purposes only. Some of the assets I talk about are assets I own. I'm not telling you to buy them.

#myfinancialfriend #crypto #stocks #bitcoin #ethereum #cardano #cryptocurrency #stockmarket #rich #tesla

Music: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOmy8wuTpC95lefU5d1dt2Q

Some of the links above are for affiliates. I may receive a commission for you signing up for the platform.

Therre are about 150 comments about some SPAM crypto. I spent 15 minutes deleting them already but they keep coming. PLEASE don't fall for any of these comments. 

For any business partnerships please reach out to the email below.
MyFinancialFriend23@Gmail.com
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                    This Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency trading analysis applies to various exchanges. Tackling questions like if Bitcoin can reach all-time highs again or how low BTC will crash. Things like the lightning network have provided huge improvements for BTC and while it is true that others like Roger Ver with Bitcoin Cash (bcash) may disagree, I do see these blockchain technology innovations to be very bullish fundamental signs for the space. 

My second channel for daily altcoin analysis: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/ForfliesDY

This description contains paid sponsors and affiliate links.
Cryptocurrency is an unregulated digital currency, not a legal tender and subject to market risks. 
Please be advised that citizens and residents of the United Kingdom (UK), the United States of America (USA), and other countries where cryptocurrency exchanges are restricted by law or regulations are strictly prohibited from accessing and using the services provided by any cryptocurrency exchange listed in this description.

🔥 𝐄𝐗𝐂𝐇𝐀𝐍𝐆𝐄𝐒 𝐈 𝐔𝐒𝐄 - 𝐆𝐄𝐓 𝗢𝗩𝗘𝗥 $𝟏𝟗𝟔,𝟏𝟐𝟎+ 𝗜𝗡 𝗕𝗢𝗡𝗨𝗦𝗘𝗦🔥

💰𝐁𝐘𝐁𝐈𝐓 Exchange💰- Register to get up to $30,000 Bonus + 0% Spot Trading Fees: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/5MARBBMN

𝐅𝐫𝐞𝐞 $𝟓𝟎𝟎 𝐁𝐓𝐂 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐨𝐧 𝐁𝐲𝐛𝐢𝐭:
https://links.forfliescrypto.com/5MARBBADMN

🔥𝐅𝐑𝐄𝐄 𝐓𝐑𝐀𝐃𝐈𝐍𝐆 𝐏𝐀𝐂𝐊𝐀𝐆𝐄 (𝐖𝐎𝐑𝐓𝐇 $𝟏𝟎𝟎 ) 𝐒𝐓𝐄𝐏𝐒.🔥 
If you are already registered with Bybit skip step 1.
1. Complete the sign-up process to Bybit using the link above. 
2. Reach out to me by Email  (hello@funnalex.com) or send a message on Telegram (@Forflies) with your UID (Account Number) with a request stating you would like to be part of the Forflies network.

💰𝐁𝐈𝐍𝐆𝐗 Exchange💰– NO KYC & Up to $135,620 in bonuses: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/5MARBXMN

💰𝐂𝐎𝐈𝐍𝐖 Exchange💰- Sign up, open a futures account & get a $50 trade bonus. 
Deposit $100, trade once & get another $100 bonus!  https://links.forfliescrypto.com/5MARCWMN

⚡️𝗢𝗙𝗙𝗜𝗖𝗜𝗔𝗟 𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗙𝗟𝗜𝗘𝗦 𝗖𝗛𝗔𝗡𝗡𝗘𝗟𝗦 (𝗧𝗘𝗟𝗘𝗚𝗥𝗔𝗠/𝗪𝗘𝗕𝗦𝗜𝗧𝗘)⚡️
 ➥ Forflies GOLD: https://t.me/forfliesgold 
 ➥ Forflies VIP: click on my name (@Forflies) at the bottom of Telegram posts and message me. This is the only way to join VIP.
 ➥ DIRECT contact to me: http://t.me/forflies 
 ➥ Official Forflies website: http://forfliescrypto.com 
➥ Marketing and support enquiries: hello@funnalex.com

📈𝐓𝐫𝐚𝐝𝐢𝐧𝐠𝐕𝐢𝐞𝐰: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/TradingViewMN
 (Where I chart BTC)

All my links - https://linktr.ee/forflies

🔥𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗙𝗟𝗜𝗘𝗦 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗡𝗦𝗟𝗔𝗧𝗘𝗗 𝗬𝗢𝗨𝗧𝗨𝗕𝗘 𝗖𝗛𝗔𝗡𝗡𝗘𝗟𝗦🔥
🇪🇸My Spanish Channel: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/ForfliesSP
🇹🇷 My Turkish Channel: https://links.forfliescrypto.com/ForfliesTK

🔥𝗙𝗢𝗟𝗟𝗢𝗪 𝗠𝗘 𝗢𝗡 𝗦𝗢𝗖𝗜𝗔𝗟 𝗠𝗘𝗗𝗜𝗔🔥
➥ Twitter: https://twitter.com/samiloyal_ 
➥ Instagram: https://instagram.com/samiloyal_

⚡️𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗧𝗨𝗧𝗢𝗥𝗜𝗔𝗟𝗦⚡️
📚How to turn $1,000 INTO $1,000,000: Bitcoin trading - Ultimate in-depth guide (FOR BEGINNERS) : https://youtu.be/apkcH4z43gY
📚 Bybit Tutorial: https://youtu.be/wj4NrJjOU94
🔥How to get your BYBIT bonuses: https://youtu.be/Q8_NcLWBhHo
📚 Prime XBT Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Et3CW2JBv7w
📚 OKX Tutorial: https://youtu.be/HbRijhQN4BU
📚 Lux Algo Tutorial  https://youtu.be/mByy07UB4YQ
📚 Bitget Tutorial: https://youtu.be/ocOaVNoLerU

📘𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗕𝗢𝗢𝗞𝗦 𝗜 𝗟𝗢𝗩𝗘📘
Technical Analysis of the Financial Markets:
US: https://amzn.to/2Dqezr3 
UK: https://amzn.to/2Pnhbe0 

Market Wizards:
US: https://amzn.to/2PCzLyF 
UK: https://amzn.to/2od7v9q 

I make YouTube videos on cryptocurrency news, crypto altcoin analysis, bitcoin trading strategies and a lot more. You'll find a lot of videos on gems to invest in and learn how I've earned money using Bitcoin.
This bitcoin market trading analysis applies to various exchanges, including Bybit, Bitget and Binance. Tackling questions like if Bitcoin can reach 20k again and if we will be seeing a crypto currency market recovery this year.

None of my Bitcoin (BTC) - or any other cryptocurrency videos/online posts - are to be used as financial advice. I am not liable for any losses you may incur when trading crypto, always do your own research (DYOR).
Contracts For Difference ("CFDs") are leveraged products and carry a significant risk of loss to your capital, as prices may move rapidly against you and you may be required to make further payments to keep any trades open. Between 74-89% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs. These products are not suitable for all clients, therefore please ensure you fully understand the risks and seek independent advice.

- Sami Loyal

 By using any of the exchange links on this page, you confirm that you are not a citizen or resident of the UK, USA, or any other country where cryptocurrency exchanges are restricted or blocked.
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                    ✅💰 ►[ *Up to *$8,800* Welcome Bonus]◄ 💰✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
🔷 Phemex Exchange ✔️ https://phemex.com/a/k/TylerS
*PHEMEX TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/5SrjZsM12rI

✅💰► Up to *$18,000* FREE BONUS ON BITGET ◄💰✅
🥇 Bitget Exchange ✔️  https://partner.bitget.com/bg/TylerS
*BITGET TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/pVCx1eiCiBA

✅ MY ONLY TWITTER: https://twitter.com/TylerSCrypto

►►✅ Earn ADA By Staking With Our Pool!✅ ◄◄
https://tylerscrypto.com/tsc-ada-stake-pool
Ticker: TSC
TSC Pool ID:
pool1mg37s4w4uzsmw27nsnz2mwfll8sdawngvy3n657t7nd0yjcd77e 
HOW TO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi0syaEK_Sg

Sign up to Tradingview to get charting!
https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=126006

TSCStakePool Twitter
https://twitter.com/TSCStakePool

All Affiliate links have the possibility of making me commission if used - at no extra cost to you

✅ MY ONLY INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/tylerstrejilevich

► 💰DEALS, BONUSES AND MORE💰 ◄
✅  https://tylerscrypto.com ✅ 

Sponsored by Phemex

DO NOT Trade on any exchange that prohibits trading from your geographical location

BEWARE OF IMPERSONATORS PRETENDING TO BE ME IN THE COMMENTS!! NEVER SEND ANYONE IN YOUTUBE COMMENTS YOUR CRYPTO! I WILL NOT CONTACT YOU ON ANY SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS!! - THERE ARE DOZENS OF INSTAGRAM AND TWITTER IMPERSONATORS THAT WILL MESSAGE YOU TO STEAL YOUR CRYPTO, WHILE PRETENDING TO BE ME

Disclaimer:  The information I discuss in the videos on this channel are only the views of myself and are not to be taken as financial advice. The purpose of these videos are to promote discussion and interest in the crypto-space. Also, we like to make jokes! Affiliate Links Can Provide Commission If Utilized.

bitcoin, BTC, Bitcoin price, BTC price, bitcoin price prediction, BTC 2020, btc price prediction, Bitcoin price targets, BTC TA, Bitcoin TA, bitcoin trading, bitcoin news, bitcoin news today, btc price targets, bitcoin bull run, bitcoin bull market, investing, invest, bitcoin bullish

#bitcoin #bitcointoday #bitcoinnews
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    		Market

      
Market may refer to:



	Market (economics)
	
Market (place), a physical marketplace or public market
	Market economy
	
Märket, an island shared by Finland and Sweden

Art, entertainment, and media


Film


	
Market (1965 film), 1965 South Korean film
	
Market (2003 film), 2003 Hindi film
	
The Market: A Tale of Trade, a Turkish film

Television


	
The Market (TV series), a New Zealand television drama

Brand or enterprise


	
The Market (company), a Farm Fresh Supermarket concept store
	The Market, a specialized Safeway store

Types of economic markets


	Agricultural marketing
	Emerging market
	Financial market
	Foreign exchange market
	Grey market
	Media market
	Niche market
	
Open market, a free trade economy; the antonym of closed market
	Prediction market
	Real estate market
	Stock market
	Wholesale marketing

Aspects of economic markets


	Efficient-market hypothesis
	Mark-to-market accounting
	Market capitalization
	Market economy
	Market failure
	Market maker
	Market microstructure
	Market research
	Market segment
	Market share
	Market trend
	Market value
	Single market
	Target market
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        	This page contains text from Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia -	https://wn.com/Market
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							Latest News for: Bitcoin market oh

							
							
                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Gluwa Explores Plans for Financial Programmes in Sierra Leone; Pays Courtesy Visit to Vice President ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			CryptoPotato
			
      04 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Gluwa’s CEO, Tae Oh, visited Sierra Leone’s Vice President Mohamed Juldeh Jalloh in a preliminary visit to introduce the potential for collaboration.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Nansen publicly shames competitor Arkham

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      04 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Well. It would seem that Nansen woke up today and made the conscious decision to choose violence. In a dramatic fashion, they started a very interesting Twitter thread, publicly shaming their biggest competitor Arkham Intelligence ... See below.- ... Oh no.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Our $100,000 Futures Market Masters competition is back!

			
  			

	



			
      
			Kraken
			
      03 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Futures Market Masters is back! Our biggest (and most lucrative) flagship futures trading competition* is now one week in. Don’t worry, you can still sign up here. Oh, and did we mention the whopping $100,000 USD prize pool?. First things first ... ....
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			1 Billion Bitcoin P2P Traders: NoOnes Sets Sights on Nigeria and Global South

			
  			

	



			
      
			Bitcoin Magazine
			
      02 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Youssef and the global team at NoOnes are on a mission to end financial apartheid and to unite the financially disenfranchised around the world ... A transcript of our conversation, lightly edited for length and clarity, follows below ... Oh, my goodness.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Robinhood aims to reach a wider audience

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      01 Apr 2024
			
  		
            So get this. Robinhood isn’t just playing around with stocks and crypto anymore. Oh no, no ... And between us, I actually think he is going to succeed. From Trading App to Financial Swiss Army Knife ... A tough sell, indeed ... ....
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			BitMEX Founder Arthur Hayes Says Memecoin Explosion Provides Positive Value for One Major Ethereum Rival

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Hodl
			
      31 Mar 2024
			
  		
            ... is going up because people are launching these memecoins on it and a new developer to this space says, ‘Oh, this is interesting, I want to develop on Solana because I know I have users.’.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			UK and U.S. unite to expose Russia’s $20 billion illegal crypto trade

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The United States and the United Kingdom have rolled up their sleeves and are investigating what looks like a gross $20 billion mishandling of crypto. Yeah, you heard that right ... The stakes? BIG ... and UK ... The U.S ... Oh Crypto, the Double-Edged Sword You Are.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			American crypto lobbyists might just be our biggest problem

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Think I’m being dramatic?. Okay. Read on! ... Not to mention, the spectacular implosion of digital tokens like Luna has left many a crypto magnate looking less like the future of finance and more like cautionary tales. Do NOT jump in ... Oh no ... ....
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Let’s Break Down Vitalik Buterin’s Latest Essay

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      28 Mar 2024
			
  		
            It’s like saying, “Oh, you thought you could outsmart the system by being everywhere at once? Think again.” This idea isn’t new to Ethereum, where they’ve already got ...
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			So, the SEC just got a win against Coinbase – What do we do now?

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      28 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Yes. Sad day indeed ... Unpacking the Legal Document ... Oh no, they’ve laid out an entire buffet of claims against Coinbase, and pointed fingers at CGI, Coinbase’s parent, holding it responsible for not reigning in on these alleged securities law violations.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			A Look Inside Draftables P2E Football Game With CEO Brian Ross: Exclusive Interview

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      27 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Brian Ross is the co-founder and CEO of Draft Labs, the development company behind , one of the “hidden gaming gems” on Avalanche ... Hello Brian ... What makes Draftables unique? ... Oh, I forgot to mention, Draftables is also entirely free-to-play! ... Discovery?.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Bitcoin starts week off with a bang, surges to $71,000

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      26 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The king of cryptocurrencies, not quite comfortable below seven-oh, made a jump from around $67,000 all the way to a $71,000 on March 25. And just like that, at press time, it’s priced at $71,009, flexing a 9% gain in the past 24 hours ... ....
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Macro Expert Luke Gromen Says He’s ‘Super’ Bullish on Bitcoin for Next Six to 12 ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Hodl
			
      24 Mar 2024
			
  		
            There’s still a lot of concern, there’s still a lot of belief that the Fed’s, ‘Oh inflation is picking back up, the Fed is going to come in and smack inflation back down.’.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Gary Gensler says he wants to disinfect the crypto industry

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      24 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Gary Gensler, the big cheese at the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), is not playing games when it comes to the wild west of the crypto industry ... And oh boy, does it seem like Gensler’s caught between a rock and a hard place ... ....
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 			FTX creditor disputes John Ray’s letter to SBF, claims misinformation
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      24 Mar 2024
			
  		
            As the FTX saga unfolds, it’s turning into a Hollywood-worthy script, minus the popcorn and happy endings. Recently, Sunil, a creditor with a vested interest in FTX, threw a curveball into the mix ... And oh, how the plot thickens. The Allegations.
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